
WRITING A CHARACTER SKETCH BOOK REPORT

How To Write a Character Sketch â€“ A Step By Step Guide. So you want pen a story that is . A sleepy employ will
definitely not be in the good books of the boss.

Crossing her legs, she set her Bible in her lap as she waited for the sermon to start. Authors may be tempted to
start with the emotional or psychological state of their characters and they may even explicitly state them.
Your character analysis doesn't have to paint a rosy picture of your character -- an honest evaluation is best.
Share with students the model character sketch that appears below. Perhaps the character is sitting impatiently
waiting for the movie to begin. You might cut and paste it into a Word document and provide a copy for each
student, or print out this lesson and photocopy the sketch below onto an overhead transparency. These two
paragraphs explain everything that happened to Sunday as a child, in her teen years, and just before the story
begins. Kneeling, she set the dog down with a soft smile. Your book report should leave the reader with a
solid understanding of your character. For example, if your character was raised by a single mother be sure to
jot that down underneath the mother portion. Capture your audience by saying something interesting or out of
the ordinary about your character. Therefore, she has a lot to lose if her career fails. End with a transition
sentence that ties into the 2nd paragraph. She dislikes rude people or seeing a homeless or wounded animal.
Does she mature in her relationships? Authors may be tempted to gloss over this part of characterization.
Include a section in your character sketch about the general way the character talks -- whether he speaks with
an accent, tends to mumble or uses incomplete sentences, or constantly uses bad language or offensive slurs.
In the visual arts, artists carry around sketch pads to practice and develop the fundamental skills of their craft
with the aim of producing paintings that seem to jump off the canvas, or sculptures that seem to move in just
the right light. Close with a solid statement which finalizes all you are trying to communicate to the reader.
According to Purdue University's writing website, you should include personal comments about how well you
liked the book, how it compares to other books in the same genre, whether you thought the author's portrayal
of the character was effective and if it appealed to you on an emotional or a rational level. Do this by
answering a couple of questions and using descriptive language as much as possible. Each paragraph has 1
trait which is discussed in detail.


